
     KEY FEATURES
a 28mm thick tops and 18mm Hickory
       melamine-faced carcass
a Heavy-duty hinges and robust drawer
       runners (rated to 45kg)
a Specially designed to minimise   
       concealment areas (underside, between 
       drawers)
a Scalloped handles and piano hinges   
       reduce ligature risks

1AUG22-100-H
830H | 946W | 450D  (mm)
Carcass/ back panels: 18mm
Top panel: 28mm
Weight: 76kg

MATERIAL/FABRICATION 
Heavily weighted carcass made from a combination 
of melamine-faced particle board and vinyl-wrapped 
medium density fibreboard.  Complete with drawer stops 
and fully glued, fixed shelves to prevent removal as well 
as anti-stash panels. Heavy-duty hinges and robust drawer 
runners used (rated to 45kg) as well as scalloped handles, 
piano hinges, curved door tops and half-depth shelves to 
reduce ligature risk. Corners are smooth and rounded for 
additional safety as well all edges being lipped in tough 
2mm PVC. Security fixings as standard

TEST STANDARDS 

a Surface durability tested to BS6250

a Strength and stability tested to BS EN 15373:2007

  OPTIONS 

a Also available with locks to doors and/or drawers

a Also available as a ‘3 drawer 3 door’ option (as below)
      

COLOUR/FINISH 
For Acumen Grey the carcass comes in Natural Rockford 
Hickory as standard.  Doors and drawer fronts available in 
grey wrapped vinyl

For Acumen White the carcass comes in Walnut as standard. 
Doors and drawer fronts available in White.

ASSEMBLY 
Arrives assembled and ready to use

INSTALLATION/FITTING 

Please advise if wall fixing is required when ordering.
All products to be fitted by Pineapple (where applicable).
If not, any guarantee is at risk of becoming null and void

MAINTENANCE 
Visit our care guidance section on our website for more 
details https://uk.pineapplecontracts.com/upholstery/
care-guidance/

WARRANTY 
7 year guarantee
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1AUG3-300-H
830H | 1368W | 450D (mm)
Weight: 98kg

ACUMEN LOUNGE 2 DOOR + 2 DRAWER 
SIDEBOARD

Wall  
fastenable Weighted

UK Registered Design No. 6195599 / 6195599 / 6195600


